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Abstract. In this paper we model the non-thermal radio to infra-red 
flares from AE Aqr. In our model the non-thermal flares originate in 
highly magnetized (BM0& > 2000 G) blobs that may be among the pro
peller ejected outflow. It was shown that the condition /3 < 1 constrains 
the frozen-in magnetic field in these blobs to ~Quob > 2000 G, which is of 
the same order of magnitude as the inferred polar field of the secondary. 
As these magnetized blobs encounter the violent mhd-propeller, processes 
such as reconnection, magnetic pumping, and shocks will result in con
tinuous acceleration of electrons from (7 = 2 —> 30; S = 2.8 —> 2.6) with 
resultant synchrotron emission. The total radio to infra-red flare spec
trum was modelled in terms of such expanding magnetized synchrotron 
emitting blobs in various stages of their evolution from p = (r/r0) = 1 —> 
400. In terms of our model, the total integrated flux during outbursts, 
over the wide frequency range from 1 GHz is the result of several (~ 20) 
synchrotron emitting blobs observed in different stages of their evolution, 
resulting in a spectrum showing a peak flux of S„ ~ 148 mJy at v ~ 
1805 GHz (~ 166 microns), where the spectrum changes from a typical 
self-absorbed S^ oc va spectrum to S„ oc i / - ^ - 1 ) / 2 spectrum, i.e. where 
the blobs are combined optically thin. 

1. The non-thermal radio properties of AE Aqr 

The first manifestation of the non-thermal properties of this system was the 
discovery of variable non-thermal radio emission (Bookbinder & Lamb 1987) at 
v — 1.4 GHz and v = 5 GHz respectively. Immediately after this first cam
paign, AE Aqr was observed again with the VLA at 1.5 GHz, 4.9 GHz, 15 GHz 
and 22.5 GHz, revealing nearly continuous radio synchrotron outbursts superim
posed on a weak quiescent background emission (Bastian, Dulk fe Chanmugam 
1988), mimicking Cyg X-3 on a lower scale. This variable radio emission was 
interpreted as non-thermal (109 K < T# < 1012 K) incoherent flares involving 
relativistic electrons with energies 7 « 3 - 30 (Bastian, Dulk & Chanmugam 
1988). The general time-averaged shape of the radio spectrum up to 15 GHz 
resembled a self-absorbed power law Sv ~ S0v

a with an index a = 0.3 - 0.4 (Bas
tian, Dulk & Chanmugam 1988). More recent radio (Abada-Simon et al. 1993, 
1995a,b), and infra-red (IR) observations, using ISOPHOT-C, (Abada-Simon et 
al. 1999, 2002) at v ~ 3333 GHz (90 microns) confirmed that the self-absorbed 
spectrum possibly extends up to v ~ 3333 GHz (90 microns). The detection 
at 90 microns corresponds to a measured flux level (at 5 sigma level) of S„ ~ 
113 mJy (Abada-Simon et al. 2002). It is anticipated that the detection of the 
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90 micron emission must be very close to the turning point of the self-absorbed 
spectrum, since Abada-Simon et al. (2002) estimated IRAS upper limits of ~ 
34 mJy, 51 mJy and 73 mJy at 12, 25 and 60 /mi respectively (i.e. 25 000 
GHz, 11 538 GHz and 5000 GHz). The time averaged spectrum up to 3333 GHz 
(90 microns) can be approximated as Su = Si (IQHZ)0'5, with Si sa 3.15 mJy 
(Abada-Simon et al. 1999, 2002). The maximum observed non-thermal flux, 
Smax ~ 113 (3333Qgz)

0,5 mJy> results in a maximum non-thermal radio to IR 
luminosity of 

LR„IR « 5 x 1030 (±) (-£—) (-£-Y erg s"1. (1) 
Air) Vll3mJy7 VlOOpc 

several orders of magnitude lower than the spin-down power of the magnetized 
white dwarf, i.e. 

r \ ma J (2) 

~ 5 x 1U ^1034erg.s-iJ Uxio^erg.s-1 ; ' 

implying that only a small fraction of the spin-down power is converted to non
thermal radio synchrotron emission. 

2. Magnetized fragmented mass transfer 

It has been shown (this proceedings) that the secondary star in AE Aqr has a 
surface polar field strength of B0 « 2000 G. The a2-dynamo models for magnetic 
field generation in convective stars predict that star spots and prominences exist 
in the equatorial plane of convective secondary stars in binary systems (Hessman 
2003, personal communication). These magnetic structures are regions of high 
field strength and if such structures extend far enough from the surface of the 
mass transferring star, they may be gravitationally forced to pinch off and fall 
across into the Roche lobe of the white dwarf. Alternatively, magnetic flux 
may also be frozen in the mass transfer flow that leaves the LI region, which 
may result in a fraction of the mass transferred from the secondary star to 
the white dwarf consisting of magnetized blobs. Turbulent fluid motions inside 
the blobs may also result in the field being contorted and twisted, resulting in 
localized magnetic knots inside the blobs (Spruit 2002, personal communication). 
In these regions the blob may be magnetically dominated, i.e. the ratio /? = 
(Pgas/Pmag) < 1 (where P g a s =nk B T is the gas pressure and PmagB2/87r is the 
magnetic pressure). The minimum magnetic field for a /3 < 1 plasma can be 
obtained from equipartition between gas and magnetic pressure in the blob. 
There is observational evidence from Ginga data that the accretion flow may be 
clumpy, with particle densities between Np ss 1015 — 1017 cm - 3 (Beardmore & 
Osborne 1997; Meintjes 2002), with typical temperatures of the order of T& « 
104 — 105 K (Eracleous & Home 1996). Therefore, the minimum field strengths 
for a j3 < 1 fluid inside blobs which leave the LI region (with sizes comparable 
to the white dwarf radius rQ « 109 cm) are of the order of 

Â  y / 2 / Tb y / 2 , p X - 3 / 2 
io16cm-3y uo5Ky \Pi/ 

^ > 2 3 0 0 ( w ^ _ ) ^ ( - ) G" 0) 
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The particle density in these expanding blobs is assumed to scale as Np = N0p
 3, 

where p = (r/ro) represents the blob size at any given instant, resulting in the 
scaling of the field according to B > B0 p~3*2. 

The severe interaction between the fast rotating magnetic propeller and 
the blobs may result in a small fraction of the spin-down power of the white 
dwarf being pumped into particle acceleration in dense magnetized blobs, with 
resulting radio emission through the van der Laan process as these blobs expand. 
To order of magnitude, one can estimate the energy pumped into expanding 
blobs as the white dwarf magnetic field sweeps over and compresses them. The 
MHD power pumped into expanding blobs by the rotating magnetic field of the 
white dwarf is 

w « (¥)(¥)«!«. 
< 1032f B. Yf&vA ( RF4 V e r e s - 1 

This power is sufficient to excite processes resulting in particle acceleration and 
non-thermal radio emission from expanding blobs, given that the maximum 
radio luminosity from AE Aqr, derived from the Abada-Simon et al. (1999, 
2002) spectrum, up to 3333 GHz is approximately LR-JR < 1031 erg.s-1. These 
processes will be the focus of the rest of the paper. 

3. Particle acceleration 

We argue that magnetic reconnection through the fast Petschek (1964) mecha
nism can accelerate particles in a blob with a field of Beq ss 2300 G, to energies 
of the order of 

^ i-K^) (if^r2 Gfer fe)Mev <5) 
Initially, in a highly magnetized B ^ « 2000 G, dense NPj; « 1016 cm - 3 plasma, 
synchrotron losses of mildly relativistic electrons will be the dominant energy 
loss mechanism. For sufficient acceleration initially, reconnection must occur on 
a shorter timescale than the synchrotron loss timescale for ee ~ 1 MeV electrons, 
which is 

^W6°(i)_1(23blG)"2s- <6> 
Reconnection can typically occur on timescales rrec ss (lrec/Yi) where lrec and v$ 
represent the length scale of magnetic reconnection and speed at which the field 
lines approach one another, typically a fraction (T? ~ 0.1) of the Alfven speed 
(VA = (B/y/Wp), i.e. Vj « n (B/y/Anp) (Parker 1976). Since we consider lrec 

« 10- 2 r0, we can see that the reconnection and hence acceleration timescale is 
approximately 

which is significantly shorter than the synchrotron loss timescale. 
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As the battered magnetic blobs are heated and expand, expansion losses 
(texp ~ r/vexp) take over from synchrotron losses as the dominant energy loss 
mechanism, i.e. 

ts«300 ( l ) ( ^ ) s (8) 
2oy VIOOG 

*-»180(^)fe)"s (9> 

where texp corresponds to a VLBI radio measurement (A.E. Niell, personal com
munication) of a typical expanding synchrotron emitting cloud, expanding with 
a speed vexp ~ 0.01 c until it reaches a size of approximately p = (r/r0) —> 400, 
corresponding to a size of approximately 4 times the binary separation. These 
relatively slow losses during the expansion phase of the blobs may be instru
mental in the net gain of electron energies through processes such as magnetic 
pumping and shock drift acceleration (fast-Fermi process). 

As these blobs are propelled out of the system, magnetic compression and 
blobs ramming into one another may result in strong oblique shocks as well as 
magnetic instabilities generated in the magnetized blobs. It can be shown that 
the fast-Fermi and magnetic pumping mechanisms respectively can result in a 
relative quick energizing of an electron population in regions where (3 < 1. For 
example, the energy increase per encounter (Toptyghin 1980), is 

(10) 

(11) 

&Emax _ / . {^d\ 
Ei V \BUJ 

&Emax _ / (Bd\ 
Ei V \BUJ 

for shock drift acceleration , and 

(E(t)\ (Bw^ 

- 3 J (thermal) 

1) (relativistic) 

| s i n 2 0 „ r ^ (12) 

for magnetic pumping (Parker 1976). Since for strong shocks (B<j/Bu) —• 4, 
both these mechanisms can result in a relatively rapid energizing of a mildly rel
ativistic (~ 1 MeV) electron population if the electron losses are relatively slow. 
For example, shock drift acceleration boosts the energy of thermal and mildly 
relativistic electrons by factors of (A Em a x/Ej) —• 13 and (A Emaa;/Ej) —> 7 re
spectively in a single encounter with a strong shock. For continued acceleration 
the particle population may be sufficiently heated to mildly relativistic energies 
of 7 < 30 (p —• 400) as the blobs expand, with a resultant slight hardening of 
the spectrum from 5 « 2.8 —• 2.6. 

4. The van der Laan (VDL) model 

The model (van der Laan 1966) incorporates a power law electron energy dis
tribution n(E)dE = KE~sdE with K related to N (number density of electrons 
with E > Ec), as K = (S — l)E%~1N. A single flare is taken as a blob of rela
tivistic electrons with a magnetic field frozen into the plasma. Bastian, Dulk & 
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Chanmugam (1988) give a parameterization for a single blob or flare according 
to the VDL model as 

5/2 

S(">P) = Smo{~) P 
{l-exp\-Tm(u/urno)-^+^'2p-^+^\} 

1—exp(—rm) 

(13) 

where Smo is the maximum flux density at initial time t0, um0 is the frequency 
at this maximum and r m is the optical depth at this frequency. The maximum 
flux density (zero expansion, p = 1) can be estimated from Dulk (1985), which 
is summarized in Bastian, Dulk & Chanmugam (1988). For single flare events 
we have 

&m,o — A\ 
S-l A>& (nfev)" N° 

3/(25+3) 

x lr(46+9)/3B(6+3)m3/(2*+3) 
(14) 

v (7,5+3)/(4<5+6) 

with Ai = 3.3 x 106 x 2-<5/27rk/c2D2 , A2 = (2.8 x l07)<4+4)/2/10n and 

1/(5+5) 

N0 = A3 

6 + 2 ( Ec \ - (^- i ) / g f + 9 \ 

lMevJ V r° / 
(15) 

where N0 represents the electron number density assuming equipartition between 
the magnetic and relativistic electron energy densities. In this equation the con
stant A3 = [3.2 x 104 x 2<5/2(10H)i/(*+4)](5+4)/(<5+5)_ B y substituting Equations 
14 and 15 into Equation 13, the expected flux densities of individual flare events 
can be simulated. 

5. Modeling the radio outbursts 

It can be shown (e.g. Pacholzyk 1970) that the total energy in relativistic 
particles in a synchrotron source is 

Ee (erg) 
LjeTg.S *) ($ - S\ 1/2 3 / 2 

o ^ i n - 3 o X C l ° 2 x 10"3 

2-6 
Vo2 

2-6 
V 2 

3-6 
, 2 

3-6 
V 2 

(16) 

The total magnetic energy in the source is Es(erg) = B ^ $ with $ the 
fraction of volume occupied by the field and relativistic particles (e.g. Pacholzyk 
1970). Then ignoring particles other than electrons it can be shown (e.g. Pa
cholzyk 1970) that equipartition between the magnetic field and the particle 
energy, minimizing the energy, gives 

^m.in. — 
3Ce(S)L{evg.s~1) 
4 8TT V„ 

2/7 

(17) 

From the observed spectrum of AE Aqr (Abada-Simon et al. 1999, 2002) the 
maximum synchrotron luminosity of AE Aqr was estimated to be of the order of 
LR-IR ~ 5 x 1030 erg.s-1. It is easy to show that for initial blob radii between r0 

ss 108 - 109 cm, equipartition magnetic fields in the blobs of the order of 'Quob > 
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ISOPHQt-C 

MOBEYAMA 

Figure 1. The simulated radio to IR spectrum representing the to
tal integrated flux from approximately 20, initially highly magnetic, 
synchrotron emitting blobs in different stages of their evolution. The 
second spectrum shown in this figure represents a fit to the radio mea
surements, adapted form Abada-Simon et al. (1999). 

650 - 2 x 104 G are implied. This confirms our previous estimate that the 
magnetic field strength in the blobs can be large. The spectrum was simulated 
using a total of « 20 expanding synchrotron emitting blobs in different stages 
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of their evolution, from p = (1 — 400) and is represented in Figure 1 (top panel), 
corresponding well with the spectrum inferred from observations (bottom panel). 

6. Discussion 

In this paper a model is proposed to explain the observed non-thermal radio 
outbursts of AE Aqr in terms of expanding radio emitting magnetized blobs. It 
is proposed that the observed S„ oc v" power law spectrum can be explained 
in terms of radio synchrotron emission from expanding, strongly magnetized 
(/3 < 1) blobs, in different stages of their evolution. In terms of our model, 
the simulated radio - infra-red spectrum is a superposition of several (< 20) 
synchrotron emitting bubbles (van der Laan mechanism) in different stages of 
expansion from p = (r/r0) = 1 - 400, containing electron populations with 
energies between 7 « 2 (p = 1; 6 = 2.8) and 7 w 30 (p « 400; 5= 2.6). 
Acknowledgments LAV acknowledges partial financial support received from 
IAU to take part in the IAU Colloquium on MCVs. 
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